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Winner of 2020 Patrick Sullivan Young Birders Fund Award Named
Jacob Miller, 15, is the newest
winner of our 2020 Patrick Sullivan
Young Birder Fund Award!

actually 129 if you add the Black
Swift that he saw and photographed
recently (on 9/17/20) and promptly
posted on eBird.

Jacob, who lives with his family
at the Skokomish Valley Farms
near Shelton in Mason County, has
quickly developed into quite the
birder and photographer. Jacob also
has a strong interest in conservation, native plant propagation, and
nature in general.
When he became interested in
birds, he created a trail through the
different habitats that the family
property encompassed, and has
canvassed it regularly, compiling
a “yard list” of 128 species…well,

And speaking of eBird, he is a
frequent user after having mastered
it swiftly. He also posted a Mason
County first on 8/22/20 – a Lark
Sparrow – unmistakable with his
accompanying photo, which was not
only diagnostic, but quite artistic.

Jacob greets WOS Board member Faye
McAdams Hands on a recent outing

Wildfires Ravage
State Grouse Habitat

continued on page 3

From the Board
September 11, 2020 was our final board meeting.
Out with the old, some seasoned officers and board
members who completed term limits or were ready
for a change.

“Worst Labor Day Ever”
Kim Thorburn
Washington’s shrub-steppe ecosystem is
one of the state’s most endangered at 40 percent its
historic extent due to fragmentation from agriculture
and other human development. Shrub-steppe is also
one of our richest ecosystems of wildlife diversity.
The September 2020 fires were devastating. Huge
swaths of Washington Department of Fish and Wild-

Our able leader, Eric Dudley, stepped down from
president after two busy terms that brought more
maturation to our organization’s administration.
Secretary Tom Bancroft termed out but fortunately,
there are no limits on some of the communication
duties Tom has undertaken. We’ll still have his
capable assistance. Faye McAdams Hands brought
further shape to conference preparation that will
continued on page 4

continued on page 7
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Jacob has hosted Audubon field trips
on the family farm and is a regular
on the Theler Wetlands bird walks in
Belfair.
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Winner of 2020 Patrick Sullivan Young Birders Fund Award (cont.)
A recent project that he has been working on is putting up nest boxes, including this one for American
Kestrels. The box was used this year, fledging four
young. Jacob has a high count of 23 Kestrels seen
at his property in one day, and we all suspect that
the box will be used again next year.
He is homeschooled and states that “It is much better for birding because I can be more flexible about
when I can go birding.” He plans to use his award

for attending an ABA Young Birder Camp in 2021.
In closing, I would like to remind everyone of the
incredible service that WOS does by awarding grants
to young birders through our Patrick Sullivan Young
Birder Fund. In my heart, I believe that it is one of
the most important things that we do as an organization, and I would like to encourage everyone to
donate to PSYBF.
- Faye McAdams Hands

Diane Yorgason-Quinn photo
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From the Board (continued)
definitely survive her term
limit. Her passion for birding was a constant reminder of what we’re all about.
Will Brooks’ young-birder
perspective was always
important.

Our current conference hopes/plans are

shape, even in absence of conference revenue this year
.

resumption of the joint OBA Astoria

More recognition goes to Cinny
who, along with Anisha Shankar,
conference next fall and Spokane in 2022.
are spearheading an initiative to
make WOS more welcoming and
inclusive of diverse communities. Each is volunteerOur goodbyes would have taken place at Eric’s
ing time to reach out and listen to members of racial/
“Miller Time” adjournment during our conference
ethnic communities and other under-represented
but we all know that story of these most unusual
groups. The board is excited to see this initiative
times. Our transition to fully digital operations was
progress. After all, we birders love to share the birds
aided by lots of good groundwork that’s been occurwith everyone.
ring in recent years- the electronic newsletter, the
The amazing volunteer webmaster et. al. duo, Jane
email listserv, digital access to the monthly meetHadley and Randy Robinson, work digital wonders
ings, and support from our genius webmaster et al
to ensure that WOS has a widely available external
duo.
face with our website and archives. They can track
The board sprang into action to maintain our orgathe “hits” and these resources do get lots of use. Jane
nizational cohesiveness as we all socially distance,
and Randy give much attention to the “backside” to
supporting more programs, including the joint Oreensure WOS technology is up-to-date and glitch free.
gon Birding Association (OBA) presentation of Dr.
Our departing board leaves a stronger organization
Drew Lanham. Huge recognition and gratitude goes
through the dedication of many volunteers and The
to Cinny Burrell and Elaine Chuang for the extra
ups and downs of pandemic challenges. As Jennifer
effort to bring extra programs.
Kauffman assumes the presidency, it will hardly be
Postponed conference planning continues, facing
like passing the baton. In her role as vice-president,
the uncertainties of our times. In the meantime, the
she and Eric have worked as close partners. The
board discussed more field trips as another means for momentum will only be forward.
staying in touch. Our current conference hopes/plans
Meanwhile, the board bids “adieu” to our colleagues,
are resumption of the joint OBA Astoria conference
good birding to them and to all of you.
next fall and Spokane in 2022. Under the watchful
eye of Grace Oliver, our treasury remains in good
- KIM THORBURN

Birding With a Warped Mind
Article and Photos by Tom Bancroft
The stars sparkled across the night sky as I shuffled through the dark toward my tent. My t-shirt and pajama
bottoms didn’t give me much warmth on this chilly July night. When I needed to get out of my sleeping bag
to find the facilities, I’d just slipped my feet into my boots, stuffing the laces in too. Now, the warmth of that
bag was drawing me back when I looked east, down along Long Swamp. Maybe two miles away, the trees
shimmered in a bright white glow as if the stadium lights for a nighttime softball game had all been switched
on. I stopped dead in my tracks, stiffening, squinting, for my eyeglasses were still in the tent. My camp was
at least 20 miles from the nearest town, and those houses were in a valley and around several bends in the
mountains. What might it be? Who could be there?
Late that afternoon, I’d driven up a Forest Service Road into Okanogan National Forest looking for Long
Swamp. This area was reputed to have nesting flycatchers, sparrows, snipe, and thrushes. I’d brought all my
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continued on page 12

Little Tyrants
Story and Photo by Thomas Bancroft
“Dzeer” came from over the marsh. It was
high in pitch and buzzy in nature. Twice, the call
filled the air, and then there was a pause before it
appeared more toward my left. I scanned the air
above the cattails along Mary Anne Creek. My binoculars were held just below my eyes in the ready
mode.
There it was, maybe 10 feet above the vegetation, making a loop out from a dead snag, an
Eastern Kingbird.
This flycatcher breeds across eastern North
America and west into Oregon and Washington
and then north through much of Canada. Incredibly, they fly to South America for the winter and
spend those months in the western part of the
Amazon Basin, some going down as far as northern Argentina. I’d come to Washington’s Okanogan
Highlands in hopes of finding a few, and by midJune, they should be in the middle of their nesting.
She looked elegant sitting back on that snag,
bigger than many passerines; but still, she weighs
only 40 grams, the equivalent of three tablespoons
of butter.
Her black and white body glimmered in the sunlight, and I tried to comprehend her journey of the
last several months. I didn’t actually know the sex
of this individual, but her elegance gave that impression. If she’d wintered in Northern Argentina,
she’d have traveled over 6,000 miles to reach here,
all on her own power.
Perhaps, this small bird had flown north to the
Yucatan Peninsula, then across the Gulf in one
flight, to Texas or Louisiana, and then moved up
to here. To think, she probably fueled that trip on
flying insects and fruit!
She suddenly shot up, flying rapidly toward a
crow that was cruising across the valley. She began
to chase that black bird, diving on its back repeatedly. Kingbirds are highly aggressive and will attack crows, hawks, and ravens that dare enter their
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territories. Their generic name, Tyrannus, means
“tyrant.” They will forcefully defend their nests and
will try to dominate other birds.
However, in winter, these kingbirds travel in
flocks, feeding on fruit, and apparently, they migrate
in flocks, too. So different from the tenacious, feisty
things here in the summer. Right now, I suspect that
anything that moved might be attacked. But in winter, apparently, they seem more like a roving band
of sorority and fraternity friends: smoking cigars,
drinking margaritas or gin and tonics, and looking
for fruity hors d’oeuvres. It would be fun to see that
communal behavior.
I’d first seen this species when I was in high
school. In the late 1960s, several buddies and I had
gone on a weekend to northwestern Pennsylvania. Its
elegant black head and back with that white underbelly really stood out, but the white tip to its tail left
a mark in my mind. It was as if the bird was dressed
in a tuxedo, and his tail had an extra accent.
I hadn’t expected to find one on my first trip to the
Okanogan a few years ago. It was a fun surprise that
brought back fond memories of spring and summer
birding trips when I lived in the east.
On this trip, I’d seen Eastern Kingbirds around
Forde and Connors Lakes in the Sinlahekin Valley
and now here in the Okanogan Highlands. Each
time their classiness would grab my attention, and
I’d stand watching them. They form monogamous
pairs, and both members must work together to raise
the young. If they both survive the winter, they will
likely meet and become a couple again.
Ornithologists, though, have discovered that many
nests have at least one young fathered by a different
male. Pairs only raise one brood per year. The fledglings are fed for up to five weeks after they leave the
nest. Catching insects on the wing is demanding and
requires a great deal of skill. These parents put that
time into their young. Cold, wet weather will decrease flying insects and make it difficult for parents
to provide for hungry young. It made me think of my
daughter, who now lives in Australia.
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continued on page 6

Little Tyrants (cont.)
Had I done enough?
Both members of this pair sat on branches in the
same bush. My brain seemed to understand the
science of this species’ natural history, but my heart,
my soul, saw so much mystery. Here was a small
bird that flies between continents, changes personalities, and survives despite the distances traveled,
weather, predators, and who knows what else. How
remarkable, almost incomprehensible.

These little tyrants took off along Mary Anne
Creek, making a loop out over the water and then
headed down across the marsh, disappearing out of
my sight.
To me, their flight seemed like a ballet as they
twisted and turned in precise movements to pursue
their flying morsels. They left me, though, with a
treasure, a sense of primal awe.

RIP Walt Kuciej
A friend and contributor to WOSNews died on Friday, September
18, 2020, a few weeks after his 73rd birthday. It is fitting to acknowledge his passing even though he was not a member of WOS. Walt
Kuciej helped copy-edit this newsletter and provided occasional articles
and suggestions over the past four years. He was a fine naturalist and
longtime birder, and a donor to many local conservation efforts.
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Wildfires Ravage Grouse Habitat (continued)
life (WDFW) wildlife areas in Okanogan,
Douglas, and Lincoln Counties that are
owned as protected areas for greater sagegrouse and Columbian sharp-tailed grouse
were consumed. Other wildlife-protected
areas that burned were in Kittitas County
and on the Colville Confederated Tribes
lands and the Yakima Training Center.
September 7, 2020, the day the
fires exploded, is called the “worst Labor Day ever” at the WDFW. A day later,
initial on-the-ground assessment found 33
sharp-tailed and sage-grouse leks burned
in Douglas and Okanogan Counties. Sagegrouse winter habitat was severely impacted on the Douglas Plateau. The Pearl
Hill fire scorched many units of the Wells
Wildlife Area as well as extensive private
lands in conservation programs for prairie
grouse protection. In Lincoln County, 95%
of Swanson Lakes Wildlife Area burned.
All sharp-tailed leks and the only sage-grouse lek
were ash. The sage-grouse population was a restoration of a previously extirpated population. Even
before the Whitney fire, it was in precarious shape.
The habitat loss is likely the nail in the coffin.
After the 2015 Okanogan Carleton Complex fires, sharp-tailed grouse counts (based on lek
surveys) plummeted for a year or two but once the
grass grew back, the birds returned. One positive
piece is that the wildlife areas have undergone
extensive field restorations and with some post-fire
re-seeding, the grass and forbs can return healthily,
supporting sharp-tailed reproductive areas. Wintering shrubs and trees are a little trickier.
The sage-grouse will fare worse because
they need shrubs and their return will be slow.
Gray rabbitbrush grows back quickly but is not
preferred for either nesting or forage. The needed
sagebrushes and bitterbrush return much more
slowly over decades. The current moonscape
appearance looks like extensive shrub destruction.
Fire is part of the arid shrub-steppe ecosystem but
anthropogenic influences have changed the fire cycle and intensity, contributing further to shrub loss.
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Without sagebrush, sage-grouse will starve in the
winter. It is essential to their diet during the dormant
season.
Swanson Lakes is going to be a natural
experiment for both species. The sharp-tailed grouse
population in Lincoln County is isolated from other
population groups. Most of the neighborhood is agricultural crops providing little nearby escape to either
reproductive or wintering habitat. Lack of cover and
forage pose an immediate threat as winter looms.
In Douglas County, much of the prairie
grouse habitat was on private lands whose owners
cooperated through USDA conservation programs.
The landowners suffered terrible losses to their
livelihoods that will consume their attention before
they can return to conservation partnerships. WDFW
private lands biologists play an important role in
conserving these patches of habitat. In the wake of
the fires, they are supporting private lands owners to
ensure that wildlife protection is part of the recovery.
In the weeks after the fires were quelled,
biologists surveyed the damage in detail. Even small
patches of surviving vegetation will be important
continued on page 8
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Wildfires Ravage Grouse Habitat (continued)
to habitat recovery. On a recent day a couple of weeks after the conflagration, biologists and wildlife area
managers at Swanson Lakes were encouraged to find good perennial grass survival in a year-old field restoration. Other areas were marked for seedings and some shrub plantings. Reestablishing perennial grasses
will be a priority at Swanson Lakes. However, with so much fire destruction of the shrub-steppe ecosystem
throughout the West, there will be competition to acquire native seeds and plants.
Other imperiled wildlife depend on the Eastern Washington shrub-steppe ecosystem. The state’s
intensive recovery program for the endangered pygmy rabbit suffered terrible losses in the September fires.
These tiny lagomorphs are protected in enclosures for reproduction. The largest of three pygmy rabbit
enclosures was a complete loss as well as one of the release areas. There are still pygmy rabbits, including a
few free ranging, but the population was hit really hard.

State species of greatest conservation need that were impacted include short-eared owl, sage thrasher, sagebrush sparrow, loggerhead shrike, sagebrush lizard, pygmy short-horned lizard, both species of
jackrabbit, Washington ground squirrel, and American badger. Brewer’s sparrow is not on the state wildlife
action plan list but is a species of concern of many land agencies and states. Huge amounts of habitat for
important mule deer herds and the recently re-introduced pronghorn are gone.
Mule deer are regularly seen seeking out the little remaining cover and patches of grass. It seems
counterintuitive but biologists will keep fall hunting season open. “Human predators” provide an important
function of right-sizing the herds to what the minimal unburned habitat can support.
I’ve shed tears. I also feel hope. After joining a habitat survey two weeks of the fire, I birded the
burned remains of the old office at the Swanson Lakes Wildlife Area. The now-destroyed old farmhouse
surrounded by a pothole of aspens and poplars was a migratory sink that always had interesting birds in the
fall. Even though the trees were mostly burned beyond survival, passerine migrants, including both species
of kinglets, a hermit thrush, and lots of white-crowned sparrows with one juvenile golden-crowned in the
mix, were enjoying the available fare. The resident great horned owl surveyed the scene from its burned
diurnal roost. As the months pass, I will celebrate the resilience of our wild creatures as well as what topnotch conservation scientists will contribute to managed recovery.
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What’s Next After the Thick-billed Longspur?
Andy McCormick
In August 2020 the North American Classification
Committee (NACC) of the American Ornithological Society (AOS) made the decision to change
the name of McCown’s Longspur to Thick-billed
Longspur. This decision was a reversal of one the
committee made in 2019 and followed a review of
nomenclature guidelines. This decision may presage
a future with additional proposals to change more
bird names.
The American Ornithological Society in an effort
to broaden the input it receives and in response to
its own position on inclusion, opened its process to
allow public
input and
requests for
taxonomic
and nomenclature
changes
including
potential
changes to
the English
names for
birds. In 2018
Robert Driver
of East Carolina University submitted
a proposal to
the NACC
requesting
that the name
of McCown’s Longspur be changed because the
bird was the only North American bird named after
a member of the Confederate Army. This proposal
was made as part of renewed criticism of Confederate monuments which honor the Confederacy that
fought a war to preserve the institution of slavery.
Mr. Driver argued that the AOS should take down its
own monument to the Confederacy by changing the
English name of the bird.
AOS EVOLVING POLICY REGARDING ENGLISH BIRD
NAMES

These changes in the AOS have followed the adoption of its Diversity Statement in March 2015, which
acknowledged, “that achieving diversity requires an
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enduring commitment to inclusion that must find full
expression in the culture, values, norms and behaviors of AOS.” In June 2020 the AOS President and
the Diversity and Inclusion Committee renewed this
commitment in a message which said in part, “As a
professional Society, we must embrace the path forward through self-education about implicit bias; …
and by being vigilant within and beyond our Society
for acts of discrimination, bias, and aggression.”
They stated support for #BlackBirdersWeek and
#BlackAFiStem, an organization of Black scientists,
and encouraged greater diversity in ornithology as a
field.
UPDATED GUIDELINES FOR
ENGLISH BIRD
NAMES

This summer the
NACC issued
new Guidelines
for English
Bird Names.
The guidelines
begin by citing
“the benefits to
nomenclature
stability and that
long-established
English names
should only be
changed after
careful deliberation and for good cause.,” indicating a desire to
move slowly and in cooperation with international
ornithological organizations before changing the
English name of a bird.
The new guidelines addressed the “142 English
names that are eponyms, and that some of these may
refer to individuals or cultures that held beliefs or
engaged in actions that would be considered offensive or unethical by present-day standards.” The
guidelines caution that “affiliation with a now-discredited historical movement or group is likely not
sufficient for the NACC to change a long-established
eponym.” However, they added, “the active engagement of the eponymic namesake in reprehensible
events could serve as grounds” for changing a bird’s
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continued on page 10

What’s Next After the Thick-billed Longspur?
name. They reserved that some eponyms that honor
people who have contributed to the advancement of
ornithology may have “a higher level of merit for
retention.” The decision to rename McCown’s Longspur to Thick-billed Longspur was based on these
new guidelines.
BIRD NAMES FOR BIRDS

The movement called Bird Names for Birds (BNFB)
has organized to promote further change in bird
nomenclature with a larger goal of eliminating all
honorific bird names. Up to and including the North
American Ornithology Conference (NAOC) in August 2020 the group collected 2,555 signatures on a
petition requesting a plan from AOS to address the
issue of all eponymous common names for birds.
The BNFB website states that the honorific names
were bestowed during the period of European colonialism by white men for mostly white men. Four
species are named for white women (Lucy’s, Virginia’s, and Grace’s Warblers, and Anna’s Hummingbird). On its website the BNFB has posted a list of
the 142 birds with the names of both the person for
whom a bird is named and the person who named
that bird.
UNDERREPRESENTATION OF PEOPLE OF COLOR

The proposal to rename McCown’s Longspur also
included consideration of the underrepresentation of
Black birders and other people of color as birders,
naturalists, and ornithologists. The popularity of
#BlackBirdersWeek and #BlackAFiStem are indicative of the activity of people of color in birding and
science and highlighted the poor representation of
people of color in birding and conservation organizations. This movement to change bird names has
gained more momentum after the killings of George
Lloyd, Ahmaud Aubery, and Breonna Taylor and the
racist response to Chris Cooper, a Black birder in
Central Park in New York City.
MORE PROPOSALS LIKELY

BNFB is conducting research into the origins of all
the honorific bird names and has posted brief biographies of people for whom birds are named. Supporters of this kind of change are likely to introduce new
proposals for name changes for consideration by the
NACC. Some suggestions of birds that need name
changes have also been made by Nate Swick and his
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guests during discussions on the American Birding
Podcast.
Some prominent men in ornithology have problematic histories. William Clark for whom Clark’s
Nutcracker and Clark’s Grebe are named refused to
grant freedom to his slave York who was an important member of the Corps of Discovery for over two
years. Meriwether Lewis the namesake of Lewis’s
Woodpecker inherited slaves on his farm.
Townsend’s Warbler and Townsend’s Solitaire are
named for John Kirk Townsend, who has a history of
robbing graves of Native Americans and taking the
skulls to eastern colleges where they still reside.
John James Audubon, who has three birds (Audubon’s Warbler, Shearwater, and Oriole) and a major
birding and conservation organization named after
him, was also involved in grave robbing to support
eugenicists. The National Audubon Society (NAS)
has revised its online history of Audubon to include
his buying and selling of slaves, and more facts
about his origin as the son of a Haitian woman,
suggesting his own Black ancestry, which had been
suppressed.
NOT A NEW IDEA

The decision to rename a limited-range grassland
bird to Thick-billed Longspur is part of a history of
name changes by the NACC based on reasons not
related to ornithology, but because of the potential of
the name to offend. For example, the Baldpate was
renamed American Wigeon, and the Oldsquaw was
renamed Long-tailed Duck.
This fall the AOS Council will establish a new,
diverse Advisory Group on English Bird Names to
serve the AOS leadership in their efforts to effect,
“more widespread change that leads to broader inclusion of historically and culturally underrepresented and marginalized members of our community.”
Discussions about inclusion and anti-racism are
already occurring in birding organizations around
the country and will undoubtedly include the pros
and cons of making changes to bird names, which
bird names to change, and what new names should
be chosen for some birds. We will get a sense of how
quickly this process will continue over the coming
year and when the NACC makes its annual report
next August.
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WOS Election Results
A total of 121 WOS members voted in the
election. No voters submitted write-in candidates.

software and share his nature writings in the
WOS newsletter.
Faye McAdams Hands is stepping down after
four years as a Board member. Faye took on
a leadership role in planning the Moses Lake
conference, and always brought good humor
and exotic chocolate to Board meetings.

Voters approved the following Board members:
President – Jennifer Kauffman
Vice President – David Armstrong
Secretary – Jon Houghton
Treasurer – Grace Oliver
Board Member – Kim Thorburn
Board Member – Matt Yawney
Board Member – Jason Fidorra

Will Brooks is stepping down after one year
on the Board to pursue field work in ornithology. Will was a recipient of the Patrick
Sullivan Young Birders Award and spoke to
the WOS membership on his White Crowned
Sparrow research. We look forward to hearing about his next adventures at an upcoming
WOS meeting.

In addition, WOS members approved the
proposed changes to WOS Bylaws pertaining to the Washington Bird Records Committee (Yes: 118 votes; No: 2 votes; 1 person did not vote on this item).

Many thanks to all the outgoing board members. They have made great contributions to
WOS with good humor and a generous spirit.
Please thank them in person when you see
them. We look forward to seeing them on
many fun birding adventures in the future.

Please go to the WOS web site for the pictures and birding biographies of our new
slate of WOS Officers and Board members,
as well as a copy of the revised Bylaws.

Save the Date!

Many thanks to outgoing board members!
Eric Dudley, DVD, is stepping down after
two years as president, a year as vice president, and two years a board member. Eric
has led the planning efforts for the upcoming joint WOS/Oregon Birding Association
conference in Astoria, moved to September
2021 due to the Covid pandemic. He also
led the independent financial review completed this year. The Board will miss Eric’s
thoughtful and kind leadership. He will continue his work on conference planning. We
wish all the best to Eric and his wife Mary
Kay.
Tom Bancroft is stepping down after capably serving three years as WOS Secretary.
He will continue to lead WOS member
communications via the Constant Contact
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Joint Conference of the
Washington Ornithological Society and
Oregon Birding Association
September 16 – 20, 2021
Astoria, Oregon

Birding With a Warped Mind (continued)

sound recording equipment and hoped for solitude
from other people. The campground -- in the valley’s
bottom and right in the middle of the swamp -- had
just two spots and no people. Only two other cars
had come along the road through late evening. This
area was remote; no human-made sounds.
The white light down the valley was bright, intense,
and created strong lines where trees grew through
it. My body stiffened, seemed to get taller as my
arms wrapped around my chest. Panic set in, maybe
a bunch of teenagers had come up from Loomis or
Tonasket for an all-night beer party, and the glow
was from a ring of pickup trucks lighting up their
gathering. What was I going to do?
Earlier that evening, I’d driven down a spur road
about where the glow now seemed to be coming
from, stopping in a field that looked like a gathering
spot for elk and deer hunters. I’d walked a quarter-mile into the swamp to stash a sound recorder
and stereo microphone, setting it up with an external

battery so it would record all night. I was particularly
interested in the dawn chorus of birds, maybe frogs,
and other things. In the morning, would people be
sitting all around, campfires blazing, still in a drunken stupor? Guns, maybe? What would those teenagers think of this old guy with a binocular and camera
trying to creep through their camp? What might they
say, how should I respond, could I approach from
some other direction to retrieve my gear?
Then, a new even scarier thought, “forest fire?”
My sound equipment was brand new, and I’d jerry-rigged an external battery so it could record for
sixteen hours. I’d pieced ideas together from several
online sources. One said something about hooking
the external battery, and another said you had to
fool the recorder, or it would simply go into “charge
mode” and not work. I’d tested their ideas ahead of
time but only let the recorder run for a few seconds.
“Yikes, had I done something wrong.” Maybe it had
short-circuited, and perhaps I was the one who startcontinued on page 13
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Birding With a Warped Mind (continued)
ed a fire. My only way
out was back down in that
direction. The only other
road had a washout that I
couldn’t cross in my car.
“What was I going to do.”
“Calm down, Tom,” I said
to myself. My binoculars
were locked in the car
and the key in my tent.
I moved more quickly
now, stumbling on my
now dangling shoelaces,
flicking on my flashlight,
almost but not quiet
falling on the tent and my
eyeglasses. However, I
forgot to retrieve them. As
the binoculars came to my
eyes, instead of hitting my
normal optics, they went
right to the pupils, and everything was black. The
glass of the binoculars almost touching my corneas
meant nothing focused, and everything turned dark.
I had to tell myself to slow down, relax, hold the binoculars a half-inch from my eyes, the way I’ve suggested when I’ve lent them to someone who didn’t
wear glasses. The light was even, consistent, an
off-white orange color, glowing. No flickering, like
flames, were happening around the tree branches;
they seemed normal, just highlighted by a spotlight.
It was gorgeous, eerie, mesmerizing, like an abstract
drawing. Not a fire.
My binoculars went down to my chest as I tried to
drum up other options, wondering what I should
do. Then it occurred to me. I’d checked for what
time the sun and moon set and rose on that day. The
moon, close to full, was supposed to rise around
11:30 PM. My watch, I still had on, has a button that
lights up the face. Pressing it, 11:35 PM glowed. I
turned to stare into the darkness, alone but still embarrassed by my thoughts, reaction.
Thinking, none of my friends would believe me, I
went back to my car, fetched my camera and tripod,
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and began to photograph the effulgence coming
from Luna. Blackness engulfed most of my view,
but that trickster had pulled my thoughts into her
depths. I stood, staring as I snapped photographs of
this celestial body gradually rising through the trees,
thinking, yes, my friends would believe me, why my
insecurity?
Craning my neck back to look straight up in relief, I
realized the Big and Little Dippers were right overhead, so I refocused on photographing them before
heading back to the tent. My mother had shown
me the Big and Little Dippers when I was just five
or six. Perhaps, I was concentrating on these stars
to seek her comfort on my discomposure. I finally
turned back to the moon and watched the goddess
slowly rise above the forest, giving a soft light to the
swamp and the quiet of my solitude.
At 2 AM, the gravel crunching on the campground’s
driveway caused me to sit straight up in my tent.
Had the locals spotted me -- driving a hybrid, a Seattle liberal for sure, -- when I’d come up the Okanogan valley? The car pulled forward, closer to my
tent, then backed up a little.
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Birding With a Warped Mind (continued)
Then there were footsteps, tiptoeing,
then silence.
I used to watch the TV series “Criminal Minds.” The show had become
syndicated and played every night,
multiple episodes. It was about
serial killers and the FBI’s efforts
to capture them, a drama, fiction,
mostly based in cities. But one episode that ran right then through my
mind was about two brothers who
lived in Idaho, right at Washington’s
border. A young woman was driving
through the area on a two-lane road
headed for a friend’s house in Washington when she started to have car
trouble and broke down in a dead
zone for her cell phone. The two
brothers happened to come along. Instead of helping, they tied her up, towed her car back to their place where
they hid it in a garage. Then, they drove deep into the national forest, up one of the spur roads, much like
the ones I’d passed coming here. At a remote spot, she stood looking at them. She wore slacks, a blouse, and
sneakers. They pulled their archery equipment out and stood sneering at her. Her jaw dropped, her eyes got
big, and then she turned and ran. She outsmarted them that first afternoon, and on the second day, she found a
couple backpacking, but they didn’t believe her, and the brothers put arrows into both of them. She did grab
a knife from the dying husband. Later that day, she managed to surprise one of the brothers and stabbed him
severely. By then, the FBI was in the mountains and closing in. They killed the other brother and rescued her.
The FBI had discovered numerous cars of missing people hidden at the brothers’ place. I was a perfect game.
I stopped watching “Criminal Minds” seven years ago because of the dreams I’d have when I went solo
camping.
My sleeping bag had fallen to my waist as I sat fretting in my tent. It was probably 40 degrees, and I was
shivering. I strained to hear anything, but no more crunching on the gravel. I didn’t have a knife but grabbed
my flashlight. It was the size of a roll of quarters and might make a brass knuckle. I clenched it tight in my
right fist. I twisted around to listen toward all sides of my tent, had they moved into the thick grass to sneak
up. No shadows, no noises, no people approaching my tent. Eventually, I pulled the bag back around my
shoulders, lying down, and fell asleep.
At 4 AM, my alarm -- planned so I could arise with the birds -- went off. When I unzipped my tent, a blue
minivan was parked 50 feet from my car, and a large orange tent, family size, sat by the trees a hundred feet
back from the driveway. A stuffed toy, maybe a teddy bear, sat on the dash. Right then, an Olive-sided Flycatcher began its “quick-three beers” song, giving it over and over from a nearby tree, and a Willow Flycatcher called “FITZbew” repeatedly by the creek. Several Lincoln’s Sparrows took up their chorus, too.
PS: Several recordings of the morning chorus are available at my SoundCloud account, including ones from my camp
and where that glow in the trees occurred: https://soundcloud.com/tom-bancroft-2
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Fire and the Shrubsteppe Ecosystem

Jason Fidorra

While the Yellowstone fires in 1988 are credited with changing the mindset of the
public on fire management and recognizing the importance of fire in ecosystems,
it’s somewhat an error to carry this mindset to all ecosystems as good and needed
for maintenance.
Shrubsteppe, the treeless grassland and shrub dominated parts of Eastern WA, have
also adapted to natural fire strikes as have all ecosystems. While some conifers have
adapted to fire by requiring the thinning and boosted seed germination caused by
fire to thrive, shrubsteppe has evolved as best it can to defend itself from fires, and
to prevent its impact on the ecosystem.
Healthy shrubsteppe typically consists of shrubs (mainly sagebrush) interspersed
with perennial bunch grasses, annual wildflowers, and biotic soil crust. The soil
crust of lichens and mosses along with structure of the bunchgrass and wildflowers
would naturally prevent fires from spreading very far across the habitat. Naturally, the period between fires would likely be 50-100+ years. Sagebrush therefore is
poorly adapted to fire, and is highly flammable, unable to regenerate after branches
are burnt or from root sprouts, and has an ephemeral seed bank and does not recolonize quickly.
It can take many decades for sagebrush to recover after a fire. Unfortunately, invasive annual grasses like cheat grass have created a thick flammable carpet in the
understory of the shrubsteppe. With human-caused ignitions on top of lightning
strikes, and shrubsteppe fires to now cover hundreds of thousands of acres due to
non-native vegetation, the current fire interval in some parts of the Columbia Basin
is closer to seven years resulting in a shrubless, weedy annual grassland unfit for
many of the species of concern on Kim’s list. Fire is currently the largest threat to
the Washington Shrubsteppe ecosystem.
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